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The holy wedding ceremony of perfected True Parents

Sun Myung Moon
August 29, 2011
Hoon Dok Hae
Cheon Jeong Gung on 8.1 by the H.C.

Note: These notes are taken from a video clip of the web page Peace TV. This translation cannot be published
as definitive texts and should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words.
However, they do provide a good idea of the “spirit” of the message. — Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

By having the holy wedding ceremony of perfected True Parents when I become 93 years old and mother
becomes 70 years old, we will enter the era in which True Parents will go with all (the Blessed) families heading
for a perfected heaven and earth.

Our birthday next year will be for this wedding ceremony. Fallen parents (Adam and Eve), without accomplishing
their responsibility, messed around with everything in heaven and earth, but by having the wedding ceremony
when True Parents can proclaim their perfection, we need to re-establish the standard of liberating the nation
centering on 36 couples, 72 couples, 124 couples, and 430 couples, and call all the Blessed families (to Korea).

This time, (True) Parents, who have been through individual, familial, tribal, racial, national, and worldwide levels,
will receive the Blessing without a shadow of the fall. It will take place on the birthday of my 93 years and
mother’s 70 years, and we will go enter the era when (True) Parents have absolute authority over heaven and
earth.

You will not live alone there, but live with True Parents and your ancestors. You have merely survived so far and
you think you can continue to do so but everything will be gone. Starting from today, you cannot chase after me.
Even though we are parents, you cannot tag after us.

Cheon Seong Gyeong is the book which puzzles out the mistakes that Adam and Eve made.

I donated US$3.2 million to Won Mo Pyeong Ae Jae Dan — Won Mo Peace and Love Foundation.

(Holding his speech and reading the first sentence) “Distinguished guests participating in today’s assembly of the
Original Divine Principle. As you see the words ‘Original Divine Principle’ were added.”

(Continuing to read his speech) “Until this page (page 6), it is the introduction and this page (page 7) is page 1
(as it is numbered on the page of his speech file). Those who did not participate at this assembly where this 73-
page file is read, are excluded in the era of the coming of heaven.”

You are like babies in (True) Mother’s womb that still have not been able to be born.

(True) Parents have been preparing for the new Blessing, but you, after the Blessing, have been merely taking
care of your own children without worrying about (True) Parents’ children’s death and life. The Blessing you
received is not for your own sake but for Heaven, Earth and Humankind.

Without taking responsibility for your own tribe after (True) Parents’ wedding ceremony, your path will be the
same as fallen descendants. Inheriting (True) Parents’ tradition and blood lineage makes you resemble (True)
Parents.

The Seunghwa ceremony is to be held during one’s life time.
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